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"Fans of Vince Flynn, rejoice!"Jake Noble, Special Forces veteran and ex-CIA operative, is living on

his boat, trying to scrape together enough money for his mother&apos;s cancer treatments. When

the Company offers him 150k dollars to track down a missing girl, Noble has no choice but to delve

back into the seedy underbelly of Manila&apos;s sex trade.Â With the clock ticking on the

girl&apos;s life, Noble will need all of his old skills to survive. Every move he makes unravels

another deadly conspiracy and what he finds goes deeper than a random kidnapping..."Utterly

gripping...""Grabs hold fromÂ the very first page and doesn&apos;t let go until the bullet-riddled,

pulse pounding finale.""Kept meÂ turning pages well past midnight..."**A portion of the proceeds

from the sale of the paperback book go to the fight against human trafficking.**
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"Noble Man" treads familiar ground as far as the plot is concerned: dangerous, capable and ethical

CIA operative meeting girl, doing good, and putting down a bad guy. His motivation -- needs money



for mother's cancer treatment -- is a little different, but the chief "draw" is its setting in Manila. The

action is good, the girl's story is interesting, and overall the book should satisfy those looking for a

competent action/thriller.

i gave this 5 stars because it kept me entertained throughout. The characters seemed realistic and

the story line was not just believable but also pertinent to our world situation today.

Enjoyed the plot and the characters. Would give it four stars but for few errors and a little too much

time spent on some parts of the tale that could have been shortened substantially. Still--Worth your

time and money for an entertaining couple of days and enjoying another one of "the good guys win

again". Bobf9216@gmail.com

Great story. I loved reading a book written by a member of the military. You can always tell books

that are written by people who know and love guns and are 2A supporters versus people who are

just writing about them because it's part of the story. I'll definitely be reading the next Noble book.

William Miller is a great writer! Just finished this thrill-a-minute first of a series book. I could not put it

down. Jake Noble is a new hero that makes me think of Scott Harvath and Mitch Rapp. This book is

that good and Miller's writing skills are second to none. Buy and read this book, you will not be

sorry.

Engaging...fast paced but believes let. Thank you for bringing the issue of human trafficking to the

for front. Good character. Don't know that praying is the only answer.

I was a little confused when I was searching for another JACK Noble book and stumbled across

JAKE Noble.I was pleasantly surprised. It's well written. Did they run out of protagonist names at the

store though?! He even has the same call sign lol.

This is a fast paced action packed thriller! It is easy to read and a very likable Jake Noble to root for.

This is well written and I look forward to the next book in this series. I found myself turning the

pages as fast as I could to see how it turned out. I was not disappointed. On to the next edition.
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